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Ruched Sleeve Blazer with High Waist Belted Pants

#1811

#1799
#1788



#1850

#1729

#1796

 Navy Blue is currently
one of those colors that
is very trendy in fashion,
but it's also a long-term
classic color whose peak
in popularity will last for

a long time. In
combination with White
will create a timeless and
sophisticated ensemble.

#1811

#1799



Sleeveless Lace Dress with Cropped Lace Jacket

#1796
#1793



Every piece has been studied and
designed in details and they
perfectly coordinate and
complement each other to create
a fabulous collection.
There are easy to coordinate
pieces for multiple sales and mix
and match pieces to create
multiple outfits.
In this collection you will see
brilliant shades that feature
breathtaking vibrancy with soft
and refined shades brought to you
by neutral tones. 
Our goal for this collection is to
integrate tradition and innovation,
marrying our need for brightness
and vibrant positivity with quieting
tinted tones like white and beige.
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#1768

#1737

#1760

 Blue is one of the most
versatile colors in the
designer’s toolbox.
Blue is a universal

favorite because there is
a shade to suit every
personality and every

style.
 



#1856

Tiered Floral Maxi Dress with Pockets



#1728

#1736

#1729

Add joy and positivity in
your clientele's

wardrobes with a splash
of bright yellow!

#1892



Crop Scallop Trim Jacket with Ruffled Hem Pencil Skirt

#1760
#1765



#1840



#1768

#1737

#1840

Orange is a creative
and confident color and
beams positive energy! 
 Orange can add a fresh
and vibrant attitude to
your customers' style
enhancing their skin

with a glamorous
radiance.

 



Sheer Sleeve Wrap Pullover and Pants with Slit at the Bottom

#1723
#1892



100% Cotton Eyelet Dress

#1840



#1757
#1746
#1830

#1757

#1812
#1830

#1830

Fuchsia combined
with bright

orange creates a
bold, attention-
grabbing color

palette.



Tropical Printed Dress

#1820



#1788
#1813

Playing with
complementary colours

creates memorable
clothing ensembles and

helps you feel more
confident by creating
eye catching outfits

#1652

#1892



100% LINEN
100% NATURALLY BREATHABLE

#1788
#1813



WWW.NADOAPPAREL.COM

#1793
#1796

Lace is the essential
summer fabric that is
a great go-to for
any occasion.


